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This thesis is a study on aesthetics thought about Wang Meng's landscape 
paintings of Yuan dynasty. Based on Wang Meng's extant works and its postscript and 
poem, this thesis made copious references to ancient artistic texts, as well as Chinese 
ancient painting theory. The exploration of the theme from the perspective of 
aesthetics is the aesthetics thought of Wang Meng's landscape paintings, which is 
summarized in two parts. They are variegated aesthetic style and secluded aesthetical 
realm. 
The introduction part introduces researches of inside and outside on Wang 
Meng's landscape paintings use an entry point that matters developing process of 
literati paintings during the Song dynasty.  
The first chapter attempts to analyze the creation background of Wang Meng's art 
works from political, economical and cultural aspects. Scholars in Yuan dynasty 
changed their life styles because of political system, transformed their creative views 
for relative liberal regulations, and their mind were influenced for the development of 
Neo-Confucianism.   
The second chapter shows variegated aesthetic style based on following three 
aspects: subject content, drawing language and beauty of brush and ink. This chapter 
establishes the theoretical basis of variegated aesthetic style by semantic analysis, and 
to demonstrate the artistic expression of variegated aesthetic style through drawing 
language and artistic expressions. 
The third chapter discusses the secluded aesthetical realm including the realm of 
art and nature, the seclusion spirits of Taoism and Zen. From Wang Meng’s art 
creation activities and life events, this chapter shows the spirits of Taoism and Zen in 
Wang Meng's paintings. 
In the end, this thesis compares aesthetic style with aesthetic realm, aesthetic 
style contains the pursuit of aesthetic realm, and meanwhile aesthetic realm echoes 
the expression of aesthetic style. 
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究王蒙的作品应该是 20 世纪中叶以来的事情了。1945 年，温肇桐的论著《元季
四大画家》①书中用“明清诸家论叔明画”、“叔明之画迹”和“豪健雄厚之叔明
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展成熟。“古之君子负经世之术, 度时不可为, 故高蹈以全其志, 使得其时未尝
不欲仕，仕而行所学，及物之功岂少哉。后世之士，其所蕴蓄或未至，而好以迹
为高。当邦有道之时，且遁世离群谓之隐士。世主亦苟取其名而强起之，及考其
实, 不如所闻, 则曰: 是欺世钓誉者也, 上下岂不两失也哉。元之隐士亦多矣。
如杜瑛遗执政书暨张特立居官之政，则非徒隐者也。盖其得时则行, 可隐而隐, 
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